share wonderful moments

dawawas.com is a new platform where images can be quickly and
easily saved and shared online, via special Apps or even displayed
on television – allowing for unforgettable memories to be securely
and instantly shared with the right people at the right time. Photos of
friends and family reside in the cloud and are always accessible: they can
be easily uploaded via the different apps or with a laptop and then be
viewed directly by Smart TV, on the computer or in the Apps.
The two founders Fabian Jager and Patrick Ohler first stumbled across
the idea of a cloud service for photos after a skiing holiday with a large group of friends. The many snapshots taken with different cameras
vanished onto various hard drives and smart phones. As so often occurs,
the exchange of memory cards, DVDs or CDs or sending huge amounts
of data by email did not happen and the moments were lost. An everyday
problem that is solved by using dawawas.
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Security:

The rights of usage of photos have recently been a subject of public debates. The approach of dawawas is a different one: all rights to any images
uploaded remain with the user. The dawawas philosophy is that “your
data belongs to you”.

dawawas supports
encryption via SSL
for all data.

For each event users can decide individually to whom the pictures are
being made available. The default setting for each event is absolutely
private – only people who are invited can see the pictures.

Access always and everywhere
Apps are available for the iPhone, all Android devices, Windows 8 and for many Smart TVs.
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Typical uses

Weddings

Parties

Holidays

Family Photos

…and all moments one wants to share with the special people in life!

Available languages
German

English

Italian
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